Multifunctional fluorescence correlation microscope for intracellular and microfluidic measurements.
A modified fluorescence correlation microscope (FCM) was built on a commercial confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) by adding two sensitive detectors to perform fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). A single pinhole for both imaging and spectroscopy and a simple slider switch between the two modes thus facilitate the accurate positioning of the FCS observation volume after the confocal image acquisition. Due to the use of a single pinhole for CLSM and FCS the identity of imaged and spectroscopically observed positions is guaranteed. The presented FCM system has the capability to position the FCS observation volume at any point within the inner 30% of the field of view without loss in performance and in the inner 60% of the field of view with changes of FCS parameters of less than 10%. A single pinhole scheme for spatial fluorescence cross correlation spectroscopy performed on the FCM system is proposed to determine microfluidic flow angles. To show the applicability and versatility of the system, we measured the translational diffusion coefficients on the upper and lower membranes of Chinese hamster ovary cells. Two-photon excitation FCS was also realized by coupling a pulsed Ti: sapphire laser into the microscope and used for flow direction characterization in microchannels.